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 Announcements: 

* Happy JUNE!  Summer is a coming in!

* NEW Music Licensing Class Sat June 5, 2021 9am to 12pm (PST) on Zoom. 
Please share with songwriters, composers, musicians, bands, engineers, producers,
etc.  This is my basic intro course.  If you are looking for a refresher, it might be
helpful too, although I am doing a lot of individual sessions for those that have their



helpful too, although I am doing a lot of individual sessions for those that have their
business set-up, etc.  Please let me know if I can help you!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes

*  Please watch, "As the Earth Turns" (I scored and produced) on
TUBITV. (https://www.astheearthturns.com/) It's free.  The payments are MUCH
better than Amazon.  You can really help indie filmmakers there.  Thanks!  Also, I will
be doing a FREE Zoom presentation (see below)

* My doc, "It Gets in Your Blood" (about the director of "As the Earth Turns") is
available ONLINE SEE BELOW!

* If you are interested in percussion instruments, I have another newsletter (for
fans of The Drum Exchange, a store I ran up until 2017 - RIP).  There's a growing
amount of instruments for sale, along with lots of info about drums & percussion!
Email me

* If you have a story about a placement, or a tip on getting music in media, or
scoring-to-picture, please contact me.  Thanks!

* FB page about licensing: (Please like to get more info in between emails)
Get Your Music in Film and TV: (please like!)
https://www.facebook.com/edhartmanmusic

*  Welcome new readers!  Please feel free to email questions about music licensing
(and scoring).  I will answer you by email, and add your questions (anon.) in the next
newsletter. (see below)  If you have an idea for an article, please feel free to let me
know.

* Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I
have to a subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this
newsletter takes many DAYS and HOURS to create!  I'm not complaining, but it has
been getting bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman
OR buy something from my website!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Meme of the month:
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ONLINE Music Licensing Classes available:
I am doing a TON of individual sessions! 
Short 3 minute video about Music Licensing Lessons:

https://youtu.be/pDBnvokbRr4
General Information:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes
Whether you are new to getting your music in film and TV, or
would like a refresher or follow-up, I can generally help.  I can
get a LOT done in a session!
Classes taught on Zoom (free app) via private invite. 
I can share tracks, videos, documents, chat, etc., all while I teach.  It's actually pretty
cool and easy to use (download zoom.us for phone, tablet, or desktop - best).   I'll
send you an invite. I will email an invoice (Paypal) or CC. 

Next class Sat June 5, 2021 9am to 12pm (PST) on Zoom.  Please share with
songwriters, composers, musicians, bands, engineers, producers, etc.  This is my
basic intro course.  If you are looking for a refresher, it might be helpful too, although
I am doing a lot of individual sessions for those that have their business set-up, etc. 
Please let me know if I can help you!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes
Email for information, special pricing and registration.
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Email for information, special pricing and registration.

Always available:  One-on-One session:   $70/hr; $100/ 1.5 hrs./$120 2 hrs.
(Email to schedule) 
(ZOOM (free download https://zoom.us/) or in-person in  the Seattle area.)
Prerequisite: None. Beginners or experienced composers, songwriters & producers
welcome.
This is an extremely targeted and efficient class that can focus on tracks, metadata,
organization, marketing, PROs, copyright, libraries, royalties, etc.   You can send
tracks to me for review, and get ideas on improving your licensing game.
Email to get more information.

Thanks for the kind words from my recent students!

"I’ve been researching music licensing for several months, but it was beginning to
feel like a moving target. The sheer number of libraries offering different terms, each
with different markets and needs, was overwhelming.  So I contacted Ed seeking
help. He demonstrated a wealth of experience and knowledge, offering concrete and
specific suggestions about how to organize my work. He also gave me valuable
suggestions on how to generate opportunities, as well as identifying libraries that
might be a good fit for my music.   -Beth

"Ed's class was a highly informative and entertaining introduction into the world of
music licensing. The class gave me some immediate next steps to take, and
resources and a roadmap for the future. Even if you're just licensing-curious,
everyone involved in making music should take this class". -Jeremy

"Ed provided a ton of useful information relating to the business aspects of music
sync. licensing. This was my first official exposure to the licensing side of the
industry, and I came away with several immediate "action items" for taking the
plunge! This class was definitely worth the time and money, and I will likely ask for
Ed's assistance for future endeavors." -  Randy

"I recommend Ed's class if you're on the fence. With his guidance, I just signed my
first deal with a library this week. Thanks Ed!" - Tim

I've taken this class.  If you are relying on music to make a living, you should make it
a point to investigate licensing.  Ed actually makes money this way and he is
extremely knowledgeable about all the ins and outs.  I enjoyed the class and learned
a lot. - Daniel

"The class was very motivating for me; now I know that I can sell music and be
successful even after the initial rejections. I also have a huge list of companies that
provide music to TV and film industry and that I should explore."  - Edgar

Thanks so much for the information.  Kudos for keeping the class businesslike! I can
sense that you have a lot to offer in the dynamics of the class, in the tone that you
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sense that you have a lot to offer in the dynamics of the class, in the tone that you
set!  I thank you so much for sharing all of this with me, I feel very lucky!  - Lane

Ed's Wild World of Film and Music! (FREE Podcast) - New on Fridays
This has been epic. I am having a blast talking to filmmakers.  I hope to expand to
composers, music supervisors, etc.  I don't know how long "Season one" will go, but I
do have about a dozen shows recorded, including some solo shows about scoring. 
Thanks for listening!
Season 1...(Please share, rate, and subscribe!)
PODCAST #1: Also Sprach Ed. (Thus Spoke Ed)
PODCAST #2: Fairytales from Europe! (Interview with Filmmaker Tilman Borck)
PODCAST #3: Making Music for Movies!
PODCAST #4: An Animated discussion with Brian Schmidt (Contagious)
PODCAST #5:  Scoring - Part II (Electronic Scores)
PODCAST #6:  An Illuminating Discussion with Cinematographer Brad Rushing
PODCAST #7:  A Life and Death Discussion with Filmmaker Creighton Hobbs
PODCAST #8:  Getting Closure with Filmmaker Alex Goldberg
PODCAST #9:  The Big Picture with Filmmaker Ben Andrews
PODCAST #10:  An extraordinary discussion with Natalie Rodriguez, LA filmmaker!
PODCAST #11: Discussing Pizza and Life with Jay Salahi, LA filmmaker!
PODCAST #12:  The Dreamer’s Life with Filmmaker Eduardo Freitas

All links:
https://linktr.ee/edhartman
Thanks for checking this program out.  The first program is an
introduction to what I do and will be doing in the future.  The show is
about music and film, musicians, composers, filmmakers, and media
folks, including the arts and the business of it.
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Ed Hartman Scoring News:

You can't get enough PR dept:
Front page story!
https://www.edmondsbeacon.com/story/2021/04/29/news/silent-no-more-edmonds-
composer-ed-hartman-scores-music-for-long-lost-film/24878.html

• I am now on a second EPIC film-festival run, this time with a newly-finished
(after 2 years!) documentary, "It Gets in Your Blood".  This 14-minute film is about
Richard Lyford, the director of "As the Earth Turns" (see below).  It has been a mind-
bending adventure, including a TON of research, interviews, clearances, etc.  I
started this project to simply support "As the Earth Turns".  I really wasn't thinking
about it as a stand-alone film, yet...
The film has been accepted in 25 film festivals, so far! By the time I finish this
newsletter, more will be coming in.  Incredibly, the film has had a 100% acceptance
rate so far (it has yet to be rejected by a festival!).  There are many more to come,
and I am sure that stat will not last.  It has won awards and has a number of
nominations, too.  Hopefully, I will be able to attend some of the festivals this year. 
They are a tremendous way to meet filmmakers.
Keeping up with this run is becoming a losing battle.  Check out the poster on the
link.  Every laurel goes on there.  (see "As the Earth Turns" poster below, to see what
I am facing!)
UPDATES:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/it-gets-in-your-blood-richard-lyford-documentary-film

* My doc, "It Gets in Your Blood" (about the director of "As the Earth Turns" is
available ONLINE through a festival during the month of June, 2021. 
Link: https://liftoff.network/tokyo-lift-off-film-festival-2021/ (Trendsetter Shorts - $10
for all of the films in this block. - Over 100 titles!)

The doc will be included in the upcoming DVD/Blu-Ray!
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The doc will be included in the upcoming DVD/Blu-Ray!



"As the Earth Turns" Updates: 
• Edmonds Arts Commission virtual event was great!  There were lots of folks
online, and I was able to present a number of extras, along with As the Earth Turns!  

• I just did a wonderful IN-PERSON screening at Timber Ridge Retirement in
Issaquah.  It was GREAT!

  
Video about Screenings:

https://youtu.be/TIgUOxof_7s

or:

https://vimeo.com/525192611
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE FILM: (links to Amazon, Google Play, YT Movies, Tubi-
TV) If you have no access to any of those platforms, please email me for a private
vimeo link)
https://www.astheearthturns.com/
Please use good speakers or headphones for the film.  The music IS the
dialogue!
122 festivals, 136 awards/nominations
(including 34 for best score!)
Reviews and interviews on:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/press-for-as-the-earth-turns
Backstory: (A lesson in serendipity)
https://www.stage32.com/blog/The-Magic-of-Networking-You-Never-Know-Where-
Your-Next-Opportunity-will-Come-From

"As the Earth Turns" will be on Turner Classic Movies in 2021 (TBA)!
"Had Steven Spielberg been a 16-millimeter camera-toting teen in the 1930s,
his home movies might have looked like “As the Earth Turns.”
Michael Rechtshaffen, LA Times

My soundtrack album is available! (Amazon, Itunes, etc.)
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https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy
Nominee:  Independent Music Awards!
“Congratulations on your achievements and a fantastic score. Continue making
music that tells a story as much as the film itself. We hope to experience more of
your work in the future.”
Global Independent Film Awards (Winner Gold Award, Best Score)

Recent adventures in licensing/scoring (and producing!): 

*  As you might guess, lot of my time is going to film-producing these days.  It's a lot
of fun but can take a tremendous effort.  The "As the Earth Turns' upcoming DVD/BlueRay
is at the manufacturer. Man, that was a lot of work.  I hired someone to do the authoring
(DVD menus, 5.1 remix (different that the theatrical mix from 2018), and DVD artwork.  I
also had to check the DVD authoring on 5.1 systems (thanks to some friends!).  It should
be available in a few months!
Oh, yeah, speaking of burying the lead...I did just find out that "As the Earth Turns"
should be on Turner Classic Movies in September 2021!
*  My Twilight Zone placement paid from Crucial Music!  It was a decent fee, and the
placement of "The Spring is in Your Step" was tremendous.  S2 Ep 10 (One of the best
ones. It includes original TZ series characters - "It's a Cookbook!").  Watch for the
"Immolation Station" commercial in the first few minutes.  The track is the same one that I
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used on this Pandemic "Let's All Go to the Kitchen" movie intermission
video:  https://youtu.be/-QXsYLRiBFo.  Nice work when you can get it.

* In the last few weeks I've seen some HUGE briefs, and I do NOT mean underwear! 
One was $300K and the other was over $500K.  Instros, too.  Those opportunities are so
high budget, that I do wonder if they are put out so that the client can get the original
reference (from a well-known artist) for a bit less.  Imagine an ad agency going to a major
act and asking for $250K.  The act or publisher says no.  They'll only do it for $350K.  The
agency puts out a brief asking for $250K with a reference track from the original artist.  The
agency gets 100s if not 1000s of tracks to listen to.  Even if they don't find anything, they
can probably go back to the original artist and ask again. I'll bet the artist/pub says, "Sure,
we'll take the $250K."  Just a theory.
In the end, I still recommend going for these opportunities, if you can.  Worst case, is you
may have created another track for your catalogue.  Best case, is you're gonna make
some serious CASH!
 

Tales from the Tech-Side:

More natural strings:
Consider vibrato on strings carefully. When a string player plays an open string, there
is no vibrato. Generally, understand as much as possible about articulations and how
they are interpreted on a real instrument.  I try to put solo instruments on top of
sections to enhance the sound.  Any real sound, even if is not the solo will help
create a more "acoustic" result.
Solo Piano:
Solo piano needs a great, deep sample and ideally different mic positions.  Velocities
also need to be sampled in detail, so the notes don't jump from one level to the next
(typical from free included instruments)
I recommend serious composers getting on the Perspective FB group.  There are
very high-caliber composers there with incredible ideas about improving your virtual
orchestrations.

READER'S CORNER
(Brought to you by readers like YOU!)

Articles from Readers!
Please email me if you would like to submit something for this newsletter.  It can be

about anything in music licensing and scoring.  I would love to hear about your
personal adventures with music libraries, PROs, music supervisors, directors, etc. 
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personal adventures with music libraries, PROs, music supervisors, directors, etc. 
You are already an authority on something.  Just dig in and share.  Thanks!

Some thoughts about writing for libraries:
There are more composers than even submitting to libraries.  I use a variety of
resources to seek out libraries (exclusive and non). musiclibraryreport.com is a good
resource for research.  My website has a lot of tracks.  Most clients do NOT want a
track sent to them.  Always use a link (ideally with a download).  I use box.com to put
samples for libraries, music supervisors, filmmakers, etc.  I have many folders and
create them constantly.  It's free up to 10 GB (Individual Account).  Disco.ac is
another service that many music supervisors prefer.
2.  As I said before, it can vary regarding how “valuable” a track can be.  Any
track can become a “best seller” in your own library.  The 80:20 rule always applies.
 A few of my tracks tend to bring in a LOT of revenue.  Overall, score tracks generally
are not as good as tracks made for a library.  I have a lot of clients sending me briefs
for what they are looking for.  If a brief fits a track, no matter where it came from, it
can do well.  Licensing is a quantity game.  The composer with the most tracks,
generally wins the race (and it is a SLOW race!)
3. Regarding distribution and marketing of your tracks, you have to get your
music in front of any client.  For libraries, getting one track in can lead to 100s.  
4. Splits:  Most libraries split 50/50 on any upfront sync-fees.  It can vary both
good and bad.  The back-end can be exclusive - all to the library.  A few libraries are
in the “Sync-agent” side and can take 20-50% upfront and give you the publishing
completely.  “Retitle” libraries re-register the tracks and take the publishing, but allow
you to keep the publishing on your own title.  It’s got ethical and legal issues, but
IMO, Pandora’s box has been open for years, and no-one is going to give that money
back.
5.   Regarding library music be viable and lucrative, I do work directly with clients,
and there are new portals that will allow you to do it efficiently.  I believe we are on
the verge of some big changes.  I’ve been on a number of licensing panels and
talked to some very interesting folks developing websites.
6. Misconceptions:  Instrumentals are generally less “sexy” placements.  They tend
to be either “source-music”, like out of a radio, or “reality” where they are the score,
but dozens of very short edits are used.  Instrumental writing is not easy.  It can be
tricky to sound authentic.  I recommend that everyone always try to find their own
strengths.  The 80:20 rule will likely tell you what you are good at.  
7. Pitfalls:  Trying too hard to sound like someone else.  I had a track request from a
very good library I work with (and gets me great placements) for a Mancini-style
track.  At first, they loved it, and then said it was just too close.  In a way, it was a
very nice compliment.  A lot of instrumental writing is based on “reference” tracks.
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very nice compliment.  A lot of instrumental writing is based on “reference” tracks.
 You have to very carefully copy certain styles of the reference, but also add your
own sound to the music.  
Finally, expecting to get rich from licensing, in general, can be disappointing.
 There really is a “middle-class’ of library composers that do well enough that they
don’t have to do another job.  The back-end can be consistent.  You have to get into
a regular groove to always be creating new content.  Over time, your library will grow.
 What I love about licensing is how spontaneous it can be.  There are always new
briefs looking for music.  One track can have a very long run, and keep your lights on
for a decade.  I’ve had music in major films, that I would never be considered to
score.  It’s a great feeling to be able to show your credits (and you should!)  Those
credits will attract new clients, including filmmakers.  I believe most composers are
not great at keeping their PR up.  It is a daily job.  
8. The future:  Because media content is ever-increasing, there is a growing
demand for more music.  That demand is being paced by an ever-increasing amount
of composers to fill the demand.  Where it winds up, I don’t know.  All I can
recommend is that if you are not scoring a film, you need to get your music in music
libraries.  You will keep busy every day, and build up your catalog.
 

Questions from the Audience... 
(Please email me. I will try to answer quickly. Any questions I use in future
newsletters will always be anon.)

Will libraries commonly accept or reject a piece of music that is already released? -
AN

Exclusive libraries may not allow you to release your music (they may own the
publishing).  Some exclusives will allow you to release it though.  The exclusive
agreement maybe only for sync.

Non-exclusives have no ownership of your music, and you can always do what you
want.  They may retitle the track (to get publishing for sync through their own
company, and list you as the writer).  

I am in a number of non-exclusive libraries and have been successful. I have
released music, as well.  I generally work with exclusives on-demand, when I am not
likely to release the music.  This is all information I teach in my classes and one-on-
one sessions.

When establishing connections at Music Libraries, would you recommend starting
with one's top choice and working down? Or would it make more sense to start
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with one's top choice and working down? Or would it make more sense to start
working with a library that is easier to get into and work up from there?

I generally recommend starting with DIY libraries like Songtradr.  They teach you
what to do (metadata, etc.).  In the end, the libraries will pick you based on their
needs and whether your music is right.  Non-exclusives are generally easier to get
into.  I go after everything at once, typically.  I never really know who and when a
track will be of interest.  I would first contact libraries, and get an idea of what they
are looking for.  When you find a match, go for it.  Exclusives can be tricky.  I
generally use them for on-demand briefs.  I’m not crazy about sending them an
album of tracks (5-10) and locking them up for 3 years to perpetual.  I would start
with the list on my website, and see what comes of it.  Then start doing research via
TAXI, musiclibraryreport.com, etc.

How do I contact a music supervisor:

Be short, concise about the styles and genres you write. Create a box.com (Free)
or https://disco.ac/ account with a few tracks that are representative of what you
write. Research what the music supervisor is up to (see IMDB, etc.). Compliment
that person on their successes. Be personal, and respectful. Make sure that the
person understands you know your business (you own all rights, 200%, writers and
publishing) and are a member of a PRO (BMI/ASCAP). Make sure your meta is
correct on your tracks! (learn about this. It can totally ruin your pitch with a
supervisor, if missing) For more information listen to the free Sync-Cafes
on syncsummit.com You can learn about "Sync-agents" there, too. 

What can I do about confidence as a composer?
One thing that getting older has given me, is a feeling of not caring as much about
outcomes (I'll be dead before it's a problem!).  Whenever I find myself wondering if I
should do something, I ask myself, “What am I afraid of?”  I mean exactly what. 
Usually, the fear is pretty baseless.  What’s the worst thing that can happen? 
Usually, the answer is someone will say no to me.  As a performer, composer,
teacher, etc, I have been rejected probably 90% of the time.  What gives me
occasional success is the absurd amount of effort I will go to, to get something
done.  I will research, re-write, email, and follow up multiple times.  Even with all of
that, much of it yields no fruit.  Occasionally, though, something works.  That small
success keeps me going.  

I feel the difference between most people and me, is exactly this.  I simply keep
going.  I tend to outlast most other folks at something.  I have occasionally wasted
time, of course, but usually some benefit, typically education will result from nearly
any activity, including it's failure.  

With licensing, the key piece of information is that your music is not what is on trial. 
The music, or should I say, “sound file” has to match another project, like a film or TV
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The music, or should I say, “sound file” has to match another project, like a film or TV
show.  It’s not about YOUR music.  It’s about the media producer's vision.  Your track
simply has to work with something else.  This makes the game much harder than
someone simply liking your music.  The producer really doesn’t care about your
music, career, or anything about you, any more than you care about theirs.  All they
care about is the success of their project.  This is tremendously liberating because it
really takes ALL of the pressure off you and your music.  What you can do,
is continue to improve your music and understand the markets around you.  You can
learn about what buyers are looking for.  You can learn about other genres,
orchestration, form, songwriting, etc.  In the end, none of that matters, unless there
is a demand for what you write.  A farting noise can get placed.  I have been asked
to create “dog-barking" music.  No joke.

The more tracks you create, the more opportunity.  The most successful people I
know have a large catalogue of music.  Not all of it is great, and you may not even
be able to listen to some tracks you did years ago.  I have had those tracks placed
recently, too!  Whether you have had any financial success in this is not the issue. 
You have succeeded simply by trying.  This is not a trite comment.  Most people
simply do not try.  Yoda really wasn’t that far off on this.  

Get your business model working.  That will open up many new possibilities.  It will
not guarantee anything.   Composers are tremendously creative. It’s ironic that
artists are rarely as creative with their own business and marketing as they are with
their art.  If you can take some of that creativity and put it into marketing you will be
amazed by your results.  If you need help creating a business for your music (Sole-
prop, LLC, music publishing, PRO affiliation) Please contact me.  This is what I
teach.

Legacies Dept:
Rather than people, these are devices that shaped my music as composer and

performer:
I still have them.  They both work "a bit" :)

The Kitten (Lil' sister of The Kat" a cousin of the Moog!)  Analog synth.  I got this in
college, working with some really fun composers!
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Roland JX-3P -Digital syth with a wacky sequencer.  Steve Rice, great composer and
performer sold it to me in the 80s!  I never got the added knob box (easier to edit).  It

was a lot to navigate!

Video of the month:
Bang

What can I say. I'm not always a huge pop music fan, but I love
this song.  The narrator's voice is the guy who does the NYC
Subway announcements! (see making-of video) Cool brass,
cinematic elements!  They just played the Billboard awards.

(Thanks Kim B)

https://youtu.be/4THFRpw68oQ
Making of the song a video:

https://youtu.be/TA13bQExrh8

LINKS OF THE MONTH:
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LINKS OF THE MONTH:

The Cue Team (Practice Scoring)
https://thecuetube.com/composers/

Solo Violin Library:
https://chrishein.net/solo-violin.html

Free orchestra!
https://www.pianobook.co.uk/library/nfo-orchestral-swells/

Incredible Izotope Plug-In sale: (I got this during the beginning of the Pandemic)
https://www.izotope.com/en/shop/deals.html?
&utm_source=ACS&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=2021.05+Community+App
reciation+Bundle&utm_content=PO+ROL&utm_term=Bump+4&deliveryName=iZo06.
01.21Community%2BAppreciation%2BBundle_Bump%2B4_PO%2BROLDM

Free Industry Contacts (Downloads!):
https://www.musicconnection.com/industry-contacts/industry-contacts-downloads

The most comprehensive list of genres of music available on the Internet:
https://www.musicgenreslist.com/

National Association of Composers/USA:
https://www.music-usa.org/nacusa/

Music for Ads:
https://blog.songtradr.com/making-music-for-ads-the-dos-donts/

ONGOING:
Syncsummit - FREE daily chats about music licensing, music supervisors, etc.!
http://syncsummit.com/synccafesignup/

List of Virtual Events:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RYTfJqnY6xaEmZuwTN1VofT7j1YitbI7V8
zfDtb8kDs/htmlview#gid=0

Meet Music Supervisors in person! ($$)
https://www.narip.com/naripevents/

TAXI TV!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuZpYuUC9yC8UGd0T6xcbUg
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KEY WORLDWIDE MUSIC INDUSTRY & SYNC EVENTS LIST 2020:
https://www.synchtank.com/blog/key-worldwide-music-industry-sync-events-list-
2020/

Ed's Website: 

http://edhartmanlessons.com  (Lesson info, etc.)
http://edhartmanmusic.com - (Studio information, music, bio, links, calendar, etc.)
FREE listening.  Lots of music for soundtracks, movies, TV, commercials, etc. 

Recordings:

My recordings on CD Baby:
http://cdbaby.com/Artist/EdHartman
 

Shameless self-promotion Dept:
T-Shirts, Cups, Towels, Posters and SWAG!
Check em out! 
https://edhartmanmusic.threadless.com/ 
Masks!  GET EM AS COLLECTORS ITEMS!
https://edhartmanmusic.threadless.com/accessories/face-mask

   

 

Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE
newsletter.  This is the closest thing I have to a
subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1
to you?  Honestly, this newsletter takes HOURS
to create!  I'm not complaining, but it has been
getting bigger.   If you can support this
newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman
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Ed Hartman Consultation

I am always available for one-on-one consultation, in person or via phone or Skype
(call or email to set up)

One hour: $70.00

Two hours: $120.00

Groups: contact for price

I will be happy to critique your music, make recommendations for marketing, suggest
libraries to put you music in, help figure out studio configurations (although I am not a
heavy tech person. I can recommend people, though), and give you general career

advice. If you are interested, please call or email. 

Classic Quote or Joke:

"One can’t judge Wagner’s opera Lohengrin after a first hearing, and I certainly
don’t intend to hear it a second time.”

Gioachino Rossini

WRITE/SUBMIT/FORGET/REPEAT

Contact Information:

Ed Hartman 

Phone: (206) 634-1142

Email:

edrums@aol.com

edhartmanmusic@gmail.com
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edhartmanmusic.com

twitter.com/edhartman

facebook.com/ed.hartman1

youtube.com/user/edhartman1

instagram.com/edhartmanmusic

patreon.com/edhartman

imdb.com/name/nm3047539/
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